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From the President
As I write this
article, the first
council meeting on 2017 is
on the horizon.
I have experienced a wonderful year in
which I have
travelled extensively and met many old friends and
made new ones. Thanks to the marvels
of modern communications and travel I feel that the pulse of the Asia Pacific Orthopaedic Association is getting
stronger and the life blood in its veins
is rejuvenating us. The last few years
have been particularly exciting for the
Association with the infusion of the
Federation system pioneered by Dr.
David McNicol and ably constructed
by my predecessor Dr. Ted Mah. Ted
in particular remains a powerhouse
who will continue to strengthen and
improve the Federation as Chairman
of the Federation Committee. Thus far
the Association has 16 National Associations in the Federation and this encompasses 34000 new members. The
older Chapter system remains strong
and will provide a more exclusive environment for members wishing to
have independent closer ties.
With this huge growth in our membership comes greater challenges. The
APOA Executive, Council and I will
need to find more effective ways to engage the membership and to keep you
informed and excited about our aims
and objectives. I am greatly indebted
to an excellent team that has supported me in my pursuits. The Kuala Lumpur secretariat under the stewardship
of Dato K S Sivananthan has been
building up our ability to communicate with the establishment of an ever

increasing database of members and
emails. It maintains Chapter membership records and also the links to National Federation members. However,
with such large numbers and the separation of time and distance this is a
daunting task. I would ask you to help
us by pointing out our deficiencies so
that we can improve.
Our secretary Dr. Jamal Ashraf is a
master of social media, who somehow
manages to track everyone through
Facebook and other channels. He is
indefatigable and miraculously manages to find time to ring key people
for a chat. He is perfecting the art of
day to day communications with the
Executive and Council via the Kuala
Lumpur secretariat although he is
based in Lucknow, India. He is also
the chief architect of the APOA app
which is available for Android and
IOS. If you have not already downloaded this app, I greatly encourage
you to do so. All these technologies
represent a new stage for the APOA to
display its talents and bring us closer
together.
The Journal of Orthopaedic Surgery is
on the cusp of a major transformation
under the able stewardship of Professor Kenneth Cheung. It is already
indexed on Medline/Index Medicus,
Science Citation Index Expanded,
SCOPUS and Index Copernicus with
an impact factor of 0.542. The journal
receives a large number of submissions worldwide. By early 2017 we
will move from our traditional free
access model to open access via SAGE
publications. As you know, the open
access model will ensure greater visibility of our articles and most likely
greater recognition and impact. Of
Continued to Page 2
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course the downside is that authors
will need to subsidise the publications
in this model. There is great news for
those who are already ready to submit
their articles. The APOA will pay for
the publication of your accepted articles in the interim period of two years
starting next year. So, if you are ready,
then submit your masterpiece the moment we go online. Demand is very
high and so is the quality of papers we
receive.
Dr. Ted Mah handed over the reins
of office to me at a splendid Biennial
Congress in Melbourne that was organised superbly by Dr. John Bartlett
and Dr. Graham Mercer. Many older presidents turned up. Dr. Hiroshi Yamamoto gave a great plenary
speech outlining the history of the
spine section and I was surprised to
find that Prof. Yoshiharu Takemitsu
still plays tennis regularly. It was amazing to see him bounding along from
room to room during the conference.
The younger presidents, Prof Kamal
Bose, Prof John Leong, Dato KS Sivananthan, Dr. Robert Bauze Prof PoQuang Chen and Prof Charoen Chotigavanich were all there looking very
dapper and well. The Australian chapter donated special lapel badges that
were handed out to Past Presidents at
a special ceremony by Ted Mah. The
Malaysian chapter donated gold orchid brooches that were handed out to
their accompanying spouses by myself
and my wife Jessie. Two special Honorary Fellow awards were presented
to Prof Keith Luk our longstanding
Treasurer and Prof. David Fang our
journal Editor who guided us for many
years. Many papers were presented in
all specialties and the sectional and
Council meetings proceeded in specially assigned rooms. The association
also sponsored eight young ambassadors from 6 regions as did the spine
and arthroplasty sections.
2
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The Melbourne meeting was an undoubted success. I feel that there is a
great need to build on this to improve
on the quality and increase the participation from outside the host nation. A
larger multinational body is needed
to increase the visibility of the meeting and to implement a truly Asia Pacific feel to all our future meetings. As
such the Executive has recommended
to Council to expand the composition
of the Congress Committee to include
one member nominated from each
section, chapter and Federation. This
Committee will vet future bids for
Congress venues and work together
with the local organisers to internationalise the look and content and
attendance of the meeting. In accordance with our future aims this Committee will function through digital
communications. Both the next venues, Turkey and Malaysia have
agreed to collaborate with this Committee if it is formed.
Our Association has grown immensely in this century. Whereas it was a
smaller and cosy group which served
our purpose well in the past, the sections of the Association are themselves
almost as large as the original Association and yearning for a place of their
own. The association has re-cognised
the desire to have a space in which sub
specialists can gather to discuss the
finer exotic points of their trade. However we in the Executive also recognise
that the young are our future and need
much support. To this end the Executive has recommended to Council that
the Association be allowed to form
Specialty Societies under the APOA
aegis which will have their own funding and Board. The president of each
of these will be the de facto Chairman of the corresponding Section of
the Association. Sections will hitherto
serve the needs of general orthopaedic
surgeons and younger trainees with
the assistance of the specialist Socie-

ties. In addition, we are in the process
of forming a young surgeons Section
to give voice to our future leaders.
A set of resolutions has been sent out
to Council after approval by the Executive. Voting on these changes is
now underway by a special online poll
created and run by our Secretary. I
will keep you posted soon about these
new developments. As you see, radical
changes involving much work are now
being mooted. If they are passed I am
sure that your Executive has the talent
to make it succeed. However, with the
assistance of Council members and
the general membership these changes will happen faster. Please join us
to make our Association a success.
The first port of call in this new model
of the APOA is the Trauma and Infection meeting in Putrajaya in 2017.
You can find details of this at www.
apoatrauma.com. This meeting is a
standalone meeting of two sections
of the Association. In the past these
meetings were organised entirely by
the Sectional Chairmen with little
support from the central body. The
use of a central organiser will improve
the consistency of future meetings
as 'corporate memory' is engendered
and forward planning made possible.
Much of our efforts with this meeting
has been to set up lines of communication and getting the professional
organiser to understand our needs.
Lines of payment have also had to be
established. Now that the model is established and working the Association
should have an easier time for future
meetings.
May 2017 be a great year for you at
work and at home.
Your servant,
David Siew-Kit Choon
President
Asia Pacific Orthopaedic Association
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Immediate Past President Report

Firstly I thank
members
of
APOA for giving
me the great privilege of representing you as President of this great
association,
an
association with
members that include more than half the world’s Orthopaedic surgeons who look after
over half the world’s population.

Despite my relatively short presidential term I believe APOA has made
significant progress and I will briefly
reflect on some significant milestones
and achievements:
1) Structural changes
a.Constitutional changes:
i. Bring it up to date, more relevant and consistency
ii. Delinking Presidency with
biennial congresses.
iii. fixed term Executive appointments, mixed skill based
and planned succession of
board members
iv. introduce new federation
membership to include National Orthopaedic Associations
whilst maintain existing chapter structure. So far we have 12
federation members within 22
member countries.
b. Ensure permanent secretariat is
sufficiently resourced, supervised

and run efficiently
c. Restructure various Standing
and Subcommittees to make them
more relevant and responsive to
the changing environment.

2) Education
a. Increase many travelling fellowships within the Sections and
with affiliated associations like
SICOT and EFORT.
b. The plan to review and harmonies the curriculum structure and training across member
countries, with the final standard
to be determined by home countries.
c. Setting up a specific APOA
Education Fund to allow better
planning and consistent funding
of future APOA education activities. In this congress there is fund
raising activities detailed in the
sales/ auction brochure and I am
seeking your generous support
for this very worthwhile course.
3) International relationship
a) APOA is now global with our
affiliation with other international
orthopaedic groups like EFORT,
SICOT, Pan Arab Orth Assoc &
AO Alliance Foundation. MOU
between the above 4 associations
were formalised at a special ceremony during the Melbourne Congress. Several exchange Travelling

fellowships have been established
between these association that
will ensure worldwide exchange
and exposure. APOA/SICOT
Travelling fellowships already
completed in 2016 and APOA/
EFORT Travelling fellowship with
start in 2017 at the EFORT Congress
b) Establish a new Subcommittee
of Trainee registrars and young
consultants (Younger Surgeons’
Com) to encourage international
collaboration
c) Establish APOA disaster response subcommittee to assist with
worldwide humanitarian activities

19th APOA Congress
I thank Congress Chairman Dr. John
Bartlett who has worked tirelessly and
has put together a world-class scientific programme, with many worldrenowned surgeons speaking at the
meeting. Finance Committee Chairman Graham Mercer, immediate
past VP, has been vigilance with the
financial sustainability of the Congress and yet been very generous to
support important Education activity
of the Congress including the Young
Ambassador and many other travelling fellowship programmes. I thank
Ms Alison Fallon, our event manager
who has been tremendous in seeking
Continued to Page 4

APOA President Dr. Ted Mah welcomes delegates and guests to the 19th APOA Congress in Melbourne, Australia
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Immediate Past President Report
Ethical principles.

The APOA EXCO meeting in Kuala
Lumpur in Sept 2016 has made several important resolutions. I have summarised of important issues as follow:

Dr. Ted Mah presents overview of education and
training status in Asia Pacific during the APOA
session in the Combined Australian & New Zealand OA Scentific Meeting in Cairns, Australia

industry support in addition to ensure
the smooth running of the congress.
I also thank many other members of
the organising committee for their
great support. A new initiative at the
Melbourne congress was to honour
the APOA Spine and Paediatric Sections pioneers. This Congress is also
the first time that a Congress country
has prepaid US $100,000.00 to APOA,
together with covering more than
half the cost of a centrally run APOA
Young Ambassador programme.
The Congress generated a small surplus of around Aus $40,000.00 and
the Management Committee has
unanimously agreed to donate Aus
$20,000.00 to the APOA Education Fund once it has been set up.
Upon completion of my Presidential
term I assumed the role of Chairman
of APOA Federation Committee. I
will report on the development of
Federation membership on a different
article. The Federation membership
has also provided strong cash flow to
the Association.
I have also represented APOA at the
2016 APEC meeting in Peru. The forum was on APEC Business Ethics
for Small to Medium Enterprise. The
key messages included the principles
of Integrity, Independence, Appropriateness, Transparency and Advancement in dealing with medical devices,
especially Orthopaedic implants. No
doubt APOA will need to focus on
this important areas and to develop its
4

1) The President & EXCO acknowledged the importance of
maintain regular communication
with Councillors esp. Federation
councillors. This will be accomplished with 2-3 monthly email
communications with topic, discussions and feedback on a spectrum of issues to be discussed at
the next council meeting.
2) The EXCO has approved a
review of the Constitution to reduce the percentage of councillors
required to form a “quorum” from
min 50% to min 30%. This necessitate Constitutional change and
Jamal Ashraf, Secretary General,
has been tasked to follow the necessary steps for such constitutional change
3) Discussion held with Congress Chairman Onder Aydingoz
and Seranas (PCO) has affirmed
the 2018 APOA Congress to remain at Antalya, Turkey. The reasons and rationale for the decision have been discussed in detail.
There will be regular update to
inform the membership regarding

March 2017
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the situation in Turkey, especially
Antalya.
4) The EXCO has approved a
standard format/ template for future APOA Congresses
5) The EXCO has approved the
implementation of a standardised
constitution for all APOA Sections
consistent with the APOA Constitution, and yet allowed minor individual variations. In return APOA
will assist any Section that wished
to set up their own bank account
with the standard reporting procedure to the main APOA body. Such
constitutional changes will need
Council approval. For uniformity
and copyright, APOA will retain
the ownership of Trademarks for
all APOA section.

Finally, APOA finance has remained
sound and stable. It is expected that
annual ordinary membership will end
while the Life Fellows will slowly increased. This will maintain a stable
Chapter structure of the APOA, whilst
the Federation membership from the
national Orthopaedic Associations
will increase its importance and is expected to make many positive contributions to APOA.
Edward (Ted) Mah
Immediate Past President
Asia Pacific Orthopaedic Association

Australian OA and APOA representatives to APEC Forum: Adrian Cosenza
(AusOA CEO), Drs. Ted Mah (APOA representative), Jane Zhang (Aus Med Assoc) and Andreas
Loefler (AusOA President)
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19th APOA Congress Highlights,
Melbourne

lowship interchange and other germane issues.

…excerpts from “19TH ASIA
PACIFIC ORTHOPAEDIC
ASSOCIATION CONGRESS
REPORT”
Dr. Graham Mercer, Vice
President APOA 2016
Australian Chapter Newsletter
January 2017

 821 delegates from 35 countries descended on Melbourne for the first
APOA Congress in Australia since
2001. It was an ideal opportunity for
AOA, as a recently confirmed Federation Member of APOA, to have a significant involvement and interchange
with such a broad cross section of international visitors. Local Convenor
John Bartlet called on his extensive
experience and contacts within the
international orthopaedic community to put together an exceptional
scientific program, with many international gurus willingly offering their
services just to be involved.
 All seven subspecialty groups of

 A foot and ankle subspecialty group
has also been mooted as the eighth
subspecialty group within APOA.

Turnover of APOA Jewel of Office from Dr.Ted
Mah (Australia) to Dr. David Choon
(Malaysia)

 MOU’s with SICOT, EFFORT and
Pan Arab OA were signed at the Congress, ensuring transfer of information between the groups, especially
notification meetings, availability of
fellowships and wider selection of instructional and plenary lecturers.
 Gala Dinner was well attended with

APOA were well programmed with
some 26 young ambassadors, sponsored by these groups to attend,
present and engender future lifelong
friendships and contacts.
 Young APOA Surgeons Committee was formed to encourage young
surgeon groups to communicate, exchange ideas and review training, fel-

Dr. David Choon accepting his APOA Life
Member Certificate from Dr. Ted Mah

Dr. Ted Mah ( APOA President) with APOA Executive Committee Members

Handover
of
APOA
flag
from Australia
to Turkey : Drs.
Graham Mercer,
John Bartlett,
David Choon
(APOA President),
Onder
Aydingoz, Ted
Mah
(APOA
Immediate Past
President)

Mr. Marc Du Plessis conducts fund raising auction of
miniature teddy bear treated by Sir Gathorne Robert
Girdlestone held during the Gala dinner
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19th APOA Congress Highlights, Melbourne
entertainment from the Three Tenors,
presentation of certificates to all Life
Members of APOA attending the dinner, presentation of medals to Past
Presidents and their partners and the
exchange of the APOA Jewel of Office
from Dr.Ted Mah to Dr. David Choon
of Malaysia.

March 2017

allowing a more penetrating debate on
the issues we encounter.
On all counts the 19th APOA Congress
provided winners – ending on a happy
note looking forward to the 20th Biennial Congress in Antalya, Turkey…”

… excerpts from “Reflections on 2016 APOA Congress”
By Dr. John Bartlett, APOA
2016 Congress Chairman
Australian Chapter
Newsletter January 2017
“… we were honored by Plenary Lecturers who set a world class standard
– in order of presentation Freddie Fu,
Peter Choong, Shanmugan Rajasekaran, Bruce Twaddle, Hiroshi Yamamoto, Hee Kit Wong, David Watters,
Eng Hin Lee, Donald Howie, Greg
Keene, Kate Martin, Arvind Jayaswal,
Mahmut Nedim Doral and James Hui.
They were supported by invited Faculty in Symposia and also Free papers
and Posters. All sub-specialties were
on display with presentations including stem cells, 3-D printing, robotics
and new 4-D imaging combining CT/
MRI and arthroscopic images. The
Asia-Pacific Spine Society assembled
perhaps the finest faculty of Spine surgeons ever at a general orthopaedic
meeting. The scale and impact of road
trauma in the region was addressed,
as was the search for universal access
to safe, affordable and timely surgery.
A second source of value was the opportunity to meet friends and colleagues;
discuss and question new or established concepts all leading to further
introductions, invitations, exchanges
and Fellowships. Such personal communication is lacking with electronic
conversation. Thirdly and in a similar
manner the Congress is a focal point
where Committees meet “face to face”
6

APOA Council Members together with Executive Committee Members

Dr. David Choon (APOA President) chairing the 2nd Council meeting in Melbourne, Australia

Some of the APOA chapter delegates during the Council Meeting in Melbourne

Dr. Julyn Aguilar (President,Philippine OA) with Philippine delegation during the gala dinner
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Countdown to Antalya 2018

http://apoa2018.org/
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vince their local Orthopaedic Associations and others to come onboard.
Hence, it was therefore no surprise by
December 2015, that the following
National Orthopaedic Associations
were ready to become the new Federation members:
Australia, Turkey, Brunei Darussalam,
Cambodia and Myanmar.

their own National Orthopaedic Associations.

Federation Membership of APOA:
History and Future Directions

The Federation Committee was
formed as a Standing Committee in
April 2016 to replace the Federation
formation Subcommittee, previously
chaired by Dr David McNicol.

The Federation membership concept
was first proposed by Prof HTK Raza,
past APOA President and a Federation subcommittee was formed. McNicol assumed the Chairmanship of
the Federation subcommittee and
was visionary in exploring the various
possible models of the federation concept and held numerous discussions at
the EXCO and Council levels to seek a
common ground and support.
During my Presidential term the final
concept of a hybrid Federation and
Chapter model was adopted by the
EXCO. This necessitated a constitutional change in order to accept the
Federation membership and at the
2015 council meeting in KL, the new
constitution was passed and adopted.
Meantime the APOA Australian
Chapter has worked tirelessly in the
background to engage numerous national Orthopaedic Associations to
encourage them to come on board as
a Federation member even before the
constitutional change. My gratitude’s
goes to Graham Mercer, immediate
past VP, John Bartlett, 2016 Congress
Chairman, David McNicol and Andreas Loefler, immediate past AOA
President, all of whom have helped me
tremendously to convince numerous
National Orthopaedic Associations to
commit to become Federation members of APOA.
I must also acknowledge the enormous support from Dato Siva, David
Choon, Onder Aydingoz and Adrian
Cosenza, CEO of Australian OA, all of
whom also have worked hard to con8

Many more countries followed by
formally joined to become Federation members in early 2016 before the
2016 APOA Congress. These countries include - India, New Zealand,
Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri
Lanka.
Korea OA formalised its Federation
membership during the 2016 Congress. Post 2016 APOA Congress Malaysia, Philippines, Taiwan and Hong
Kong OA joined to become Federation members.
Currently we have 18 National Orthopaedic Association Federation membership (out of 22 country members),
and the financial APOA membership
has increase significantly from around
2,500 to over 40, 000.
The massive increase in APOA membership has provided sound financial
support and provided great commercial leverage for the association.
However, it also comes with heavy
responsibility to all its Federation and
Chapter members. APOA must have
good governance, transparent EXCO
board and policies, and an efficient
Secretariat to service the ever increasing membership. APOA EXCO board
and Council must demonstrate value
added services to its members by continued engagement, particularly with
the new Federation councillors, as
these Federation councillors are the
direct conduits to the members of

One anticipated impact the new Federation membership has is on the
membership of the various APOA
Sections. Sectional membership is
expected to increase proportionately
with the Federation membership over
time. During my Presidential term, I
advised the various Sections to make
appropriate constitutional changes
and to review their membership fee
structure in line with the Federation
concept. I am pleased to report that
all Sections have responded to such
advice.
The Journal of Orthopaedic Surgery
has undergone restructuring to accommodate the expected massive
increase in readership by becoming
web-based only publication. To this
end I am thankful to Prof K Cheung,
Editor of JOS, who has sought approval from the EXCO and Council to go
to online publication.
Finally, there is still significant hard
work ahead for the Federation Committee. The committee must continue
to engage with individual National
Orthopaedic Associations and in particular, develop close dialogue with
their Presidents and Federation representatives. APOA must demonstrate its relevance and be responsive
to any constructive suggestions from
the existing and future Federation
members. In particular, APOA should
focus on education and fellowships as
some of the essential value additions
to the new Federation membership.
Ted Mah
Immediate Past President
Chairman, Federation Committee
Asia Pacific Orthopaedic Association
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APOA Joins APEC Business Ethics
for SMEs Forum

In keeping with its commitment to
support the APEC Business Ethics Initiative, APOA alongside other regio-

Dr. Ted Mah with Dr. Agung Sutiyoso
(Indonesian OA), Atty. Roberto Pagdanganan (Head, Philippine Delegation) & Dr. Julyn
Aguilar (Philippine OA)

nal leaders actively participated in the
2016 APEC Business Ethics for Small
and Medium Enterprises Forum held
in Lima, Peru on 5-6 September 2016.
This Forum included a training workshop on the implementation of codes
of ethics aligned with the APEC Principles of Voluntary Codes of Business
Ethics in the Medical Device Sector
(The Kuala Lumpur Principles) as well
as a high-level plenary session where
senior leaders from medical device
industry associations and companies,
healthcare professional organizations

(APOA included) and patient groups,
government and other important
stakeholders from across the APEC
(Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation)
member economies discussed their
respective roles in building and sustaining an ethical environment in the
medical device and biopharmaceutical device sectors. APOA will continue actively contributing to this very
important APEC ethics initiative.
Dr. Julyn Aguilar
Philippine Chapter

Drs. Ted Mah (APOA), Andreas Loefler (Australian OA) and Jane Zhang (Australian Med Assoc)
present update report status

2016 APEC Business Ethics for SMEs Forum held in Lima, Peru on September 2016
9
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Preparing for Future Challenges
Through Integration

Through the
years the concept of “Glob a l i z a t i o n”,
“Integration”,
“Seamless
World” and
“Unity in Diversity” have become driving forces
behind the way our modern society
is gearing for and shaping the future.
Rapid advances in technology especially in the field of communication
and travel significantly “shrank our
world” so to speak and spawned said
concepts of globalization, integration
and a seamless world. Needless to say,
in this constantly shrinking technology driven world, integration has become a necessity for individuals and
organizations in order to survive and
much more in order to ensure growth.

It is quite remarkable that for orthopaedic surgeons in the Asia-Pacific
Region, the means that will allow
integration was already put in place
way back several decades ago when
a group of orthopaedic surgeons had
the foresight to create an organization that will pull together orthopaedic surgeons practicing within this
region. This organization was named
Western Pacific Orthopaedic Association (WPOA). Several years after its
creation, WPOA eventually expanded
and became Asia Pacific Orthopaedic
Association (APOA) to include more
member nations.
Through the hard work and dedication put forth by the dynamic leaders
of APOA, notably Dr. David McNicol
and Dr. Ted Mah, APOA further grew
in strength and membership when
the Federation System was finally
formally adopted to augment the old
Chapter System. This resulted in a
huge increase in membership. Dr. David Choon, current APOA President,
aptly noted that with the huge growth
10

Dr. David Choon, APOA President

Dr. Bobby Ng, Hong Kong OA President

Meeting held in Cairns, Australia on
9-13 October 2016. The Session was
entitled “Focus on Education Orthopaedic Curriculum Structure in the
Asia Pacific Countries: Is Harmonization of the Various Programs Feasible?” Academician orthopaedic surgeons from Australia (Dr. Ian Incoll),
Hong Kong (Dr. Bobby Ng), Malaysia
(Dr. David Choon and Dr. Saw Aik)
and the Philippines (Dr. Julyn Aguilar)
presented the education and training
structure of their respective countries.
Dr. Ted Mah showed an overview of
the general status of orthopaedic education and training in the Asia Pacific.
Dr. Ian Incoll, president of Australian
Orthopaedic Association, generously
shared Australia’s AOA 21, a very
comprehensive and well-structured
orthopaedic education and training
program. It is essential for APOA to
further pursue
this endeavor.

As we usher
in a new year
under a new
leadership, let
us
continue
supporting
APOA and in
Drs. Ian Incoll (Incoming Australian OA President), Ted Mah (APOA
our individual
Immediate Past President) and Saw Aik (APPOS President) on the dais
small
ways
in APOA membership comes greater contribute to the betterment and furchallenges.
ther strengthening of this organization. APOA is our “vehicle” towards
One of the challenges the APOA lea- becoming a fully integrated family of
dership has started working on is the orthopaedic surgeons in Asia Pacific
challenge of integrating the various and with full integration comes the
orthopaedic education and train- ability to meet the challenges of the
ing programs within its member na- modern world.
tions. Through the initiative of Dr. Ted
Mah, the Immediate Past-President of Thank you for your continuing supAPOA, and with the support of Dr. port for APOA. Wishing you all nothDavid Choon, an APOA Scientific ing but the best for 2017!
Session on orthopaedic education and
training was conducted during the At your service,
combined Australian Orthopaedic
Association and New Zealand Ortho- Dr. Julyn Aguilar
paedic Association Annual Scientific Newsletter Editor
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Goa Beckons

11th Combined Meeting of Asia Pacific Spine Society & Asia Pacific Paediatric Orthopaedic
Society, 8th Bienniel Meeting of the International Federation of Paediatric Orthopaedic Societies & Premeeting Course of International Society for the Advancement of Spine Surgery
22-24 September, 2017

On behalf of Asia Pacific Spine Society (APSS),
it is our great pleasure to invite you to the 11th
Biennial Combined Congress of Asia Pacific
Spine Society (APSS) & The Asia Pacific Paediatric Orthopedic Society (APPOS) with 8th
Biennial Meeting of the International Federation of Paediatric Orthopedics Societies (IFPOS) and Pre-meeting course of International
Society for the Advancement of Spine Surgery
(ISASS), at Grand Hyatt, Panaji, Goa, INDIA,
from September 22-24 September, 2017.

aspire to become leaders in the field
of paediatric and spine surgery. Their
participation in this forum will give
them a unique chance to interact with
well acknowledged speakers/faculties
and share experiences and visions.
Dr. Arvind
Jayaswal
Organizing
Chairman,
APSS 2017

Dr. Ashok Johari
Organizing
Chairman,
APPOS-IFPOS
2017

The 11th APSS-APPOS 2017 meeting includes an audience of global participants, spine and orthopaedic surgeons, researchers. The conference provides
an outstanding forum to exchange ideas, network with fellow spine professionals, and learn about the latest research, techniques, and technologies in spine
surgery.
The conference agenda offers quality information that comprises of oral presentations, poster presenters, keynote lectures, and a dedicated faculty-delegate
and Q&A forum at the end of every session. Alongside get up to date information as companies exhibit their latest cutting edge technology which will run
continuously in the entire conference.
We are looking forward to this event and its unique approach to sharing knowledge and developing new approaches to the treatment of spinal disorders.
We hope you join us in Goa, India for this unique International Congress!
BE READY TO HEAR THE
EXPERTS AND TO GET
INVOVLED!
•
•

•

•
•

One of the largest Spine and Paediatric Orthopaedic meetings in
Asia-Pacific.
Conference Topics Focussed on
relevant, new and advanced technique in treating spinal and paediatric orthopaedic disorders.
Highly interactive format with
Keynote lectures, meet the masters, theme based symposia and
debates.
Dedicated scientific session with
original and high quality podium
lectures.
Exhibits, station and Hands-onworkshop by the world’s leading

•

spine and orthopaedic companies.
The event partners with renowned
International Societies which
have joined hands with APSS and
APPOS for an enriched academic
bonanza.

CONFERENCE ATTENDEE
PROFILE
The 11th APSS-APPOS, Goa 2017
aspires to assemble the very best of
spine, paediatric and orthopaedic
surgeons , researchers in public and
private domain along with the pharma and industry showcasing the best
and latest in the treatment and care of
spine & paediatric orthopaedics.
Moreover, the meeting aims to attract
well motivated young specialists, who

Visit http://www.apss-appos2017.org/index.html

CONFERENCE VENUE
We are delighted to announce that the
venue for the APSS-APPOS2017 is
the Grand Hyatt, Panaji, Goa, India.
An architectural marvel, the property
is inspired by a 17th century IndoPortuguese palace, spread across 28
acres of lush landscapes and tropical
gardens. The property even showcases
a mysterious 16th century chapel nestled on its lawn.
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION
Each registrant may submit abstracts
of his or her work for presentation during the 11th Biennial Combined Congress of APSS, APPOS with IFPOS.
It is expected that the abstracts will
include original data not previously
published in a peer-review journal or
the proceedings of a national meeting.
Only those abstracts that have been
reviewed and selected by the abstract
review committee may be presented.
Abstract submission will only be accepted electronically through the abstract submission module. The selected abstracts submitted to APSS will be
published in Asian Spine Journal and
therefore the authors have to give the
consent including the copyright transfer while submitting the abstract.
Important dates
Opening of online Abstract
submission – Now Open
Last date of Abstract Submission –
23rd April 2017
REGISTRATION
Early Bird: Ends Mar 31, 2017
Regular: Apr 1 - Aug 31
Onspot: Start Sep 1
11
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APOA National Delegates

David Siew-Kit Choon
PRESIDENT
COUNTRY

CHAPTER DELEGATES

FEDERATION DELEGATES

AUSTRALIA

Graham Mercer

Andreas Loefler

Tim Whitehead

Andrew Beischer

Sue Liew
BANGLADESH

Mohammed Iqbal Qavi

Abdul Awal Rizvi
Amjad Hossain

BRUNEI

Abdul Rashid Mohammad

CAMBODIA

Lim Taing

CHINA

Gui Xing Qiu

HONG KONG

Michael To
T. M. Wong
Bobby Ng

INDIA

H. K. T. Raza

Sudhir Kapoor

Arvind Jayaswal

Ram Prabhoo

Ram Chaddha
INDONESIA

Ucok P Siregar

JAPAN

Yukihide Iwamoto
Shoichi Kokubun
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KOREA

MALAYSIA

APOA Newsletter

Jae Yoon Chung

Yong Sik Kim

Bae Dea Kyung

Ki Tack Kim

Syed A Latiff Alsagoff

Badrul Shah Badruddin

Saw Aik

Azmi Baharuddin

Sureshan Sivananthan
MAYANMAR

Maung Mg Htwe
Myint Thaung

NEPAL

Deepak Mahara
Byapak Paudel

NEW ZEALAND

Jean Claude Theis
Sudhindra Rao

PAKISTAN

PHILIPPINES

SINGAPORE

Tariq Sohail

Zia Bajwa

Arif Khan

Mohd Shoib Khan

Ellewelyn G. Pasion

Leslie Reyes

Julyn Aguilar

Peter Bernardo

Wong Hee Kit
Low Yin Peng

SRI LANKA

TAIWAN

V. Swarnakumaar

Chen Po Quang
Hwa-Chang Liu

THAILAND

Charoen Chotigavanich
Saranatra Waikakul

TURKEY

Onder Aydingoz

Mustafa Basbozkurt
Sait Ada

VIETNAM

Vo Van Thanh
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APOA Member Country Annual Meetings
Date
May 18-21

Country
JAPAN

Venue
Sendai International Center

Topic/Theme/Website
90th Annual Meeting
http://www.joa2017.jp/english/index.
html

May 19-21

MALAYSIA

KL Convention Center

47th AGM; 50 Years Of Orthopaedics –
Inspiring Excellence”
http://www.moa-home.com/

Jul 29-30

BRUNEI

Oct 6-8

VIETNAM

Hanoi

Oct 8-12

AUSTRALIA

Adelaide Convention Center

Oct 15-18

NEW ZEALAND The Langham, Auckland

NZOA ASM 2017
http://nzoa.org.nz/

Oct 20-22

THAILAND

Pattaya

http://www.rcost.or.th/

Oct 24-29

TURKEY

Sueno Belek Congress Center,
Antalya, Turkey

27th Turkish National Congress of
Orthopaedics and Traumatology
http://www.totbidkongre2017.org

Nov 2-4

SINGAPORE

Grand Copthorne Waterfront
Hotel

40th SOA ASM/4th APSFAS meet-ing/1st
OFASS meeting
http://www.soa.org.sg/index.php

Nov 4-5

HONG KONG

Hong Kong Convention &
Exhibition Center

37th Annual Congress: Minimally
Invasive Orthopaedic Surgery
http://hkoa.org/

Nov 15-18

PHILIPPINES

EDSA Shangri-la Hotel,
Geriatric Orthopaedics
Mandaluyong City, Metro Manila http://philortho.org

Nov 16-19

PAKISTAN

Hotel Pearl Continental,
Peshawar, Pakistan

Nov. 22-25

INDONESIA

Aceh

Nov 24

MYANMAR

Yangon

Dec 26-31

INDIA

Brilliant Convention Centre,
Indore M.P. (India)
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77th ASM: Transforming Leadership
https://www.aoa.org.au/events

31st International Pak Orthocon:
The Challenge of ChangeThe emergence of subspecialities
http://p-o-a.org/pakorthocon
Challenges in Spine from basic science to
Degenerative Disease
http://indonesia-orthopaedic.org/
http://www.myanmarorthopaedicsociety.
org/
62nd IOACON
http://www.ioacon2017.com/

